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TWO CHEERS FOR EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CONSTITUTIONALISM IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

GEORGE THOMAS*

The sentiment that the Constitution needs to be radically altered to keep up with the times is by now a fairly old one. It originated in the early years of the twentieth century when progressives insisted that the Constitution should be viewed in Darwinian terms to allow for its adaptation to the “opinion of the age.”¹ This notion of adaptation or evolution rejected the idea of a fixed constitution. Whether it was our inherited understanding of liberty or constitutional forms such as the separation of powers, we would have to adapt these to meet the needs of political development.² While progressive arguments combined pragmatic and evolutionary justifications, both strands of thought tended to reject the notion of permanent constitutional foundations.³ Thus, progressives were often dismissive of fixed constitutional rights and limits as relics of eighteenth-century thought that needed to be reconstructed to bring our government into accord with the flow of history.⁴ In Woodrow Wilson’s words, a “[l]iving constitution[ ] must be Darwinian in structure and in practice,” as “[n]o living thing can have its organs offset against each other as checks, and live. On the contrary, its life is dependent upon their quick cooperation, their ready response to the commands of instinct or intelligence, their amicable community of purpose.”⁵
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* Assistant Professor of Political Science at Williams College and the author of The Madisonian Constitution (forthcoming, Johns Hopkins University Press).

1. WOODROW WILSON, CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 56, 172 (1908).


3. See Sidney A. Pearson, Jr., Introduction to CROLY, supra note 2, at xxvii (stating that progressives such as Croly viewed the Constitution as a “living Constitution,” which is to say that it was not bound by the principles of the Founders”; WILSON, supra note 1, at 4 (arguing that “[t]he ideals of liberty cannot be fixed from generation to generation”). For a critique of such views, see GARY J. JACOBSOHN, PRAGMATISM, STATESMANSHIP, AND THE SUPREME COURT 17 (1977) (arguing that the “statesmanlike judge will adapt the Constitution to changing social realities without altering the meaning of the document”).

4. See JAMES W. CEASER, NATURE AND HISTORY IN AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT 62–63 (2006) (stating that “[t]o honor the Constitution was to enslave one’s mind and submit to an ancient authority”).

5. WILSON, supra note 1, at 56–57.
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Subsequent calls for constitutional reform have often born a heavy debt to the progressives, and Wilson in particular. Consider the American Political Science Association report on responsible party government,\(^6\) James MacGregor Burns’ call for a parliamentary government,\(^7\) Robert Dahl’s insistence on “polyarchy,”\(^8\) and the Committee on the Constitutional System’s desire to bring cabinet government into the fold of our constitutional system.\(^9\) All follow in Wilson’s footsteps, seeking to alter or overcome elements of America’s written Constitution—particularly its embrace of the separation of powers and checks and balances—to bring it in line with modern governance. Professor Sanford Levinson’s book, *Our Undemocratic Constitution*, is partly in this vein, but only partly.\(^10\) I take him seriously when he claims to be a kindred spirit with the Founders, who themselves were cosmopolitan in outlook and insisted on “learning from experience” in creating a constitution to suit their needs.\(^11\) This insistence runs throughout *The Federalist*. Moreover, in defending the Constitution, *The Federalist* speaks of “aptitude and tendency,”\(^12\) or in the language of modern political science, probability, not certainty, recognizing that the Constitution is an imperfect experiment.\(^13\) This recognition led James Madison to be much less sanguine about maintaining constitutional government than Wilson,\(^14\) whose *Constitutional Government* reads as an extended quarrel with Madison. While Wilson would insist that “[g]overnment is not a body of blind forces; it is a body of men,”

---

11. Id. at 15.
13. Id. No. 85 (Alexander Hamilton), No. 41 (James Madison).
this was, *pace* Wilson, precisely what underpinned Madison’s constitutionalism. That is, Madison’s constitutionalism was based on the lessons of history and experience, not the ingenious musings of a theorist planning a constitution from the closet of his imagination.

In the first section of this Essay, I suggest that the history and experience of American constitutionalism make it difficult to think of our Constitution as an eighteenth-century constitution. Yet, even so, if I found myself at Levinson’s constitutional convention, I would caution against a progressive view of constitutional development that seeks to dissolve the essentials of eighteenth-century constitutionalism in favor of twenty-first century imperatives. All the more so as the central competitors to eighteenth-century constitutionalism, even in the early years of the twenty-first century, are rooted in variants of eighteenth-century thought, whether it is Rousseau’s eighteenth-century democracy, Kant’s eighteenth-century cosmopolitanism, or Hegel’s eighteenth-century history (if we think of it as the “long” eighteenth century). Thus, in the second section of this Essay, I consider those elements of eighteenth-century constitutionalism that our Constitution embraces and, I think, should be foundational to any new form of government we create in the twenty-first century. Yet, in the spirit of eighteenth-century constitutionalism itself, let me give it

15. *Wilson, supra* note 1, at 56.


18. We see this reliance on eighteenth-century thought most evidently in the work of popular constitutionalists such as *Bruce Ackerman, 1 We the People: Foundations* (1991) (arguing that American constitutionalism is a dualist democracy which is explicitly anti-foundationalist and allows the people, in unconventional acts, to transform the Constitution in unlimited ways). *See also Larry D. Kramer, The People Themselves: Popular Constitutionalism and Judicial Review* 51 (2004) (arguing that the Constitution should be understood as “a layman’s instrument of government,” as “the people” want it to be understood). These scholars have written, often brilliantly, on constitutional development and the problems of constitutional enforcement. But, in the end, they all advocate some form of popular sovereignty which can easily trump the written Constitution. For a more extensive critique of popular constitutionalism, see George Thomas, *Popular Constitutionalism: The New Living Constitutionalism, Stud. in Law, Pols. & Soc’y* (forthcoming).


20. Constitutional scholars’ reliance on Hegel’s philosophy of history is captured by the progressive view that history moves in a direction and, therefore, requires us to adapt with it. *See Wilson, supra* note 1, at 57 (stating that the “definitions and prescriptions of . . . constitutional law . . . are sufficiently broad and elastic to allow for the play of life and circumstance”).
two cheers, withholding the third cheer in recognition that a more appealing alternative might come along.

An Eighteenth-Century Constitution?

Because the Constitution does not speak for itself, if not properly contrived, as argued in Federalist No. 48, the Constitution might become “a mere demarcation on parchment.” Yet to vest authority in any one body to “speak” for the fundamental law is effectively to make that body sovereign. Thus, the purposeful division of power within the Constitution is based on a refusal to vest sovereign authority in any single body—including in the people themselves, even if the Constitution implicitly recognizes their revolutionary right to alter or abolish the Constitution. The very diffusion of sovereign authority—what Aristotle called the distribution of offices—speaks to the fundamental nature of the polity: it is neither “democratic” nor “undemocratic.” Rather, the Constitution is a complex and skillfully contrived blend of liberalism and democracy characterized by tension. This is evident insofar as natural rights and popular sovereignty both provide the foundation of our Constitution. In this way, American constitutionalism is ordered around agonistic institutions and principles.

The ineluctable result of this, so much at the heart of eighteenth-century constitutionalism, is to make the Constitution “resistant as a

21. The Federalist No. 48 (James Madison), supra note 12, at 276.
23. Madison would have put this as a preface to the Constitution along with the Bill of Rights, making this sentiment textually explicit. Even so, the people, arguably, would be bound by natural rights and reason, and thus not sovereign in a Rousseauian sense. See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract and the First and Second Discourses 170 (Susan Dunn ed., 2002) (arguing that the sovereign is simply the general will of all citizens, which should be exercised absent any representative intermediaries).
24. Compare Neal Devins & Louis Fisher, The Democratic Constitution (2004) (positing that in constitutional interpretation—and, thus, the law itself—are reflective of the will of the populace, demonstrating the democratic nature of the system), with Levinson, supra note 10 (posing arguments against the inherent democratic nature of the U.S. Constitution).
25. See generally The Federalist, supra note 12. See also James W. Ceaser, Liberal Democracy and Political Science 8 (1990) (discussing liberal democracy as a “fusion of two government principles”); Walter F. Murphy, Constitutions, Constitutionalism, and Democracy, in Constitutionalism and Democracy 3, 6–7 (Douglas Greenberg et al. eds., 1993) (discussing liberal democracy, or constitutional democracy, as a compound form of government).
whole to any sustained settlement of the kind that either a demagogue or a sovereign authoritative point of view might try to impose.  But this has also meant that the Constitution rarely finds coherent expression as a whole. Rather, attempts to construct and reconstruct constitutional authority and meaning have been the historic norm. We might characterize these attempts as an interaction between America’s small “c” constitution, which has aptly been described as America’s constitutional soul, and our large “C” formal constitution. To be sure, debates about constitutional ideas are historically rooted in struggles to justify particular policies and political projects. But they also illuminate what it means to bring the Constitution to life. These ideas, moreover, have shaped how we think and speak about the Constitution, even while the Constitution shapes the horizon in which such political struggles take place.

As a polity, if we have a sort of constitutional faith, we have disagreed profoundly about constitutional meaning and authority, engaging in conflicted struggles over the proper ordering of constitutional values. Many of these constitutional reconstructions

27. Bryan Garsten, Saving Persuasion 208 (2006); see also Wayne D. Moore, Constitutional Rights and Powers of the People (1996) (arguing that multiple perspectives on constitutional meaning may exist outside of official constitutional channels). This point was vividly brought home by Madison in a letter to Jefferson in which he insisted that these political devices for maintaining the Constitution might fail: “these mechanisms 'are neither the sole nor the chief palladium of constitutional liberty. The people, who are the authors of this blessing, must also be its guardians.'” Lance Banning, Jefferson and Madison 21 (1995).

28. Thomas, supra note 22 (arguing that the Constitution is inherently unsettled and under continual debate); see also Moore, supra note 27, at 3 (“The law of the land is richly textured, not capable of being reduced to either-or propositions.”).

29. See generally Ken I. Kersch, Constructing Civil Liberties (2004) (cataloguing instances of the construction and reconstruction of civil rights and civil liberties in American constitutional development). See also Wayne D. Moore, (Re)Construction of Constitutional Authority and Meaning: The Fourteenth Amendment and Slaughter-House Cases, in The Supreme Court and American Political Development 229, 229 (Ronald Kahn & Ken I. Kersch eds., 2006) (stating that “a good way to study important problems of constitutional development is through analysis of the construction and reconstruction of constitutional authority and meaning”).


31. See Kersch, supra note 29 (tracing constitutional developments and the historical contexts of those developments); Keith E. Whittington, Political Foundations of Judicial Supremacy 1 (2007).

32. See Keith E. Whittington, Constitutional Construction (1999) [hereinafter Constitutional Construction] (arguing that constitutional constructions by the political branches have been essential to American constitutional development).

33. Id. at 1.

34. See generally Walter F. Murphy, Constitutional Democracy (2007) (discussing the range of values that may be adopted in constitutional construction).
depart significantly from our eighteenth-century Constitution, for example, the near erasure of the Ninth Amendment, or in how we elect presidents. Others, such as political parties, may go against original visions but are consistent with original ends. Yet attempts to construct or reconstruct constitutional meaning and authority are frequently arguments over precisely what constitutional ends require. Even those statesmen who have been thought to radically alter the Founders’ Constitution often insisted that they were simply adapting constitutional meaning and authority to original ends. In this spirit, Franklin D. Roosevelt frequently cast himself as adhering to the substantive ends of the Constitution, even while viewing constitutional forms as instrumental and, therefore, adaptable in the pursuit of foundational ends. Erstwhile New Dealers like Robert Jackson and Felix Frankfurter often insisted that the New Deal flowed from the Founder’s constitutional commitments in this manner, which would make the New Deal a constitutional “restoration” rather than a constitutional “revolution.” Such an understanding might even plausibly be manifest in Justice Cardozo’s attempt to capture the spirit of the Founders: “It is not in my judgment inconsistent with what they [the Founders] would say today nor with what today they would believe, if they were called upon to interpret ‘in the light of our whole experience’ the constitution that they framed for the needs of an expanding future . . . .” This is quite different from a “living” constitution that rejects foundations in favor of historical evolution.

36. See James W. Ceaser, Presidential Selection 1 (1979) (noting that the method of presidential selection has undergone several alterations since the Framing of the Constitution) [hereinafter Presidential Selection].
37. Id. at 37–38.
39. See Barry Cushman, Mr. Dooley and Mr. Gallup: Public Opinion and Constitutional Change in the 1930s, 50 Buff. L. Rev. 7, 73–74 (2002) (discussing Roosevelt’s “Court-packing proposal” as a constitutionalization of New Deal reforms). For an examination of the New Deal as a legitimate revolution, see Ackerman, 2 We The People: Transformations, supra note 18, at 279.
Yet FDR also drew deeply on historical adaptation—perhaps even rejecting foundational ends.\textsuperscript{41} This sentiment is characterized by Frankfurter's insistence, nurturing three decades of progressive thought, that "the Constitution of the United States is most significantly not a document but a stream of history."\textsuperscript{42} Or Cardozo's insistence "that the juristic philosophy of the common law is at bottom the philosophy of pragmatism. Its truth is relative, not absolute."\textsuperscript{43} This was surely true of the progressive insistence on "pure democracy," which would require a profound reconstruction of constitutional liberty as well as an alteration, if not abandonment, of our formal constitutional structures, in favor not just of history, but History.\textsuperscript{44} As Wilson put it: "Governments are living things and operate as organic wholes. Moreover, governments have their natural evolution and are one thing in one age, another in another."\textsuperscript{45} In \textit{The New Freedom}, Wilson explains this as a necessarily progressive venture: "Progress, development,—those are modern words. The modern idea is to leave the past and press onward to something new."\textsuperscript{46} For Wilson, our understanding of liberty and constitutional structure must evolve—or develop—with large-scale historical change.\textsuperscript{47}

There is perhaps an understandable temptation to dispense with constitutional forms in favor of grander and nobler constitutional ends—particularly given changing historical circumstances. We might read the preamble to the Constitution for inspiration, as does Professor Levinson, as it calls us to "establish Justice" and "secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity."\textsuperscript{48} We would be hard pressed to find such inspiration in the mundane technicality of Article I.\textsuperscript{49} Or, even for those swept away by the image of the Court as great defender of individual liberty, to find it in Article III, Section 2: "The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, aris-

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{41} As Roosevelt argued, at times our task was "building anew on the Constitution 'a system of living law,'" which turned on an evolving consensus, not foundational ends. \textit{Kevin J. McMahon, Reconsidering Roosevelt on Race} 71 (2004); \textit{see also Gary J. Jacobsohn, The Supreme Court and the Decline of Constitutional Aspiration} 37 (1986) (discussing the "Transvaluation of Liberal Constitutionalism" that legal realism entails).
\bibitem{43} \textit{Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of the Judicial Process} 102 (1963).
\bibitem{44} \textit{Ceaser, supra} note 4, at 7, 65. \textit{Ceaser} distinguishes History (with a capital "H") from history (with a small "h") by noting that History refers to "temporal accounts that are designed to establish a fundamental purpose or standard of right." \textit{Id.} at 7.
\bibitem{45} \textit{Wilson, supra} note 1, at 54.
\bibitem{46} \textit{Woodrow Wilson, The New Freedom} 42 (1913).
\bibitem{47} \textit{Id.} at 33–54.
\bibitem{48} \textit{U.S. Const. pmbl.}
\bibitem{49} \textit{Id.} art. I.
\end{thebibliography}
ing under this Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their Authority . . . .

Demands for justice and efficiency, articulated to some degree in the Constitution’s preamble, are often behind the insistence on dramatic constitutional change aimed at bringing the Constitution up to date by making it more democratic or more effective.51 But we should notice that James Madison viewed complex constitutional forms as a means of achieving justice.52 Recall that in his most famous discussion of the separation of powers in Federalist No. 51, Madison concludes his exposition on the virtues of the separation of powers by attaching it to the sentiment that “[j]ustice is the end of government.”53 This is brought more vividly to light in a subsequent sentence: “It [justice] ever has been and ever will be pursued until it be obtained, or until liberty be lost in the pursuit.”54 The point is that justice might be best achieved by preventing quick or authoritative action under the Constitution, particularly such action done in the name of justice. The separation of powers can be both a means and an end: a means in preventing “usurp[ations],” an end in promoting “sober deliberation”55 about the ends the Constitution aspires toward. Perhaps the Constitution is no longer fostering and sustaining its substantive commitments.56 Perhaps those commitments are relics of the eighteenth century.57 But we should be wary of constitutional change as an imperative of History.58 As Ken Kersch describes it, this Whiggish narrative of development involves erasures that gloss over the agonistic and conflicted struggle between “liberties and liberties” and “rights and rights” that were central to forging the institutions of the “New American State.”59 Thus, rights and liberties long protected within the terms of traditional American constitutionalism were, in accord with the progressive imperative of state-building as History, said to be no longer rights.

Yet I am open to the possibility that constitutional meaning is forged in the historical interaction between general constitutional

50. Id. art. III, § 2.
51. Wilson, supra note 1, at 56–57.
52. The Federalist No. 51 (James Madison), supra note 12.
53. Id. at 292.
54. Id.
56. Welfare and the Constitution, supra note 38, at 118.
57. Wilson, supra note 1, at 56; see also Croly, supra note 2, at 51 (discussing the Constitution as “the work of a democracy which wholly failed to understand the proper relation between popular political power and popular economic and social policy”).
58. See supra note 4 and accompanying text.
principles and particular political and historical circumstances. This is not to say that whatever comes out of our historical debates is constitutional meaning—that is the Constitution as history. Nor is it to say that whatever meaning comes out of these great debates reveals to us the true nature of our Constitution—that is the Constitution as History. Rather, it is to offer a more tentative suggestion that confronted with particular historical circumstances, we are forced to wrestle with constitutional identity at its most foundational level. While new circumstances have often led us to develop constitutional meaning, not every such reconstruction is constitutionally grounded.\(^60\) Constitutional meaning is not infinitely malleable; the Constitution is not a mere framework the substance of which we may alter with ever-new constructions.\(^61\) Yet the attempts to construct or reconstruct constitutional meaning and authority that I briefly canvassed above were frequently arguments over precisely what constitutional ends require.\(^62\) And such debates shaped how we see the Constitution, giving us a layered “text-polity” where recent constructions overlay and often conflict with earlier constructions.\(^63\) Thus our eighteenth-century Constitution is overlain with nineteenth- and twentieth-century understandings that can both complement and conflict with it.\(^64\) In looking at this interaction of constitutional continuity and change it is difficult to speak of ours as an eighteenth-century Constitution. At the same time, I think there are lessons from the eighteenth century that remain relevant.

**The Lessons of Eighteenth-Century Constitutionalism**

At the root of the modern constitutionalism embraced by our Constitution is the insistence on substantive limits to governmental power.\(^65\) Thus, even in a revolutionary act where the people alter or abolish a constitution and create a new form of government, they are limited in the reach of their power.\(^66\) Recall that the Declaration of Independence itself, that great act of a revolutionary people, spoke of

---

60. Keith E. Whittington, Constitutional Interpretation 5 (1999); see also Constitutional Construction, supra note 32, at 4–5 (describing construction as involving considerations outside the constitutional text itself).

61. See Constitutional Construction, supra note 32, at 6 (stating that “tools of interpretation...are meant to illuminate the text, not to alter or add to it”).

62. See generally Thomas, supra note 22.


64. Id.

65. Murphy, supra note 34, at 10 (noting that constitutional democracy entails limits on governmental power).

66. Id. at 10–11.
our Constitution in these terms.\footnote{The Declaration of Independence para. 14 (U.S. 1776) (listing as a grievance against George III, “He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their acts of pretended Legislation”).} If popular sovereignty is one facet of the American amalgam (unlike Rousseau’s version, which is “nothing but the exercise of the general will”), it has bounds.\footnote{Rousseau, supra note 23, at 170.} The American Revolution was justified not simply because American sovereignty was being denied, “altering fundamentally the Forms of our Governments,” but because “whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of [its] ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it . . . .”\footnote{Id. para. 2.} This revolutionary right is rooted in the natural rights of human beings, and to “secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men . . . .”\footnote{Murphy, supra note 34, at 516.} There is, then, a limit to what consent by way of popular sovereignty can legitimately achieve.\footnote{See, e.g., Akhil Reed Amar, Popular Sovereignty and Constitutional Amendment, in Responding to Imperfection 89, 114–15 (Sanford Levinson ed., 1995) (discussing and contrasting Wilson’s and Madison’s ideas about popular sovereignty); see also Ackerman, supra note 18 (arguing that the Constitution embraces an anti-foundationalist “dualist democracy” where the people, acting as the people, are unbound).}

This is evident in the thoughts of James Wilson, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison—three of the Founders whose writings are relied on most frequently to justify popular sovereignty as trumping constitutional provisions.\footnote{James Wilson, Lectures on Law Delivered in the College of Philadelphia (1790), reprinted in The Works of James Wilson 69, 78–79 (Robert Green McCloskey ed., 1967).} Interestingly, however, these thinkers often insisted that even absent the Constitution, in revolutionary rather than constitutional terms, the people are bound.

In his first lecture on jurisprudence, James Wilson insisted that “revolution principles” ought to be taught “as a principle for the constitution of the United States,”\footnote{James Wilson, Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention (1787), reprinted in 1 The Founders’ Constitution 61, 62 (Philip B. Kurland & Ralph Lerner eds., 1987). For a discussion of Wilson suggesting his endorsement of unqualified popular sovereignty, see Akhil Reed Amar, America’s Constitution: A Biography 297 (2005).} and during the ratifying conventions he insisted that, “the truth is, that the supreme, absolute and uncontrollable authority, remains with the people.”\footnote{James Wilson, Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention (1787), reprinted in 1 The Founders’ Constitution 61, 62 (Philip B. Kurland & Ralph Lerner eds., 1987). For a discussion of Wilson suggesting his endorsement of unqualified popular sovereignty, see Akhil Reed Amar, America’s Constitution: A Biography 297 (2005).} Yet Wilson insisted that this point should legitimize the act of creating a new constitution based on the popular authority of the people, not the states. Indeed, at the end of his speech he insisted that the Declaration of Indepen-
dence recognized this unalienable right of the people.\textsuperscript{75} He quoted the second paragraph of the Declaration, emphasizing that consent legitimizes power because it obligates government to recognize unalienable rights—that is, unalienable individual rights, which are the basis of the right of self-government.\textsuperscript{76}

In a similar manner, Thomas Jefferson insisted again and again “that the earth belongs . . . to the living”\textsuperscript{77} and, thus, that each generation has “a right to choose for itself the form of government it believes most promotive of its own happiness.”\textsuperscript{78} Jefferson, though, also spoke of natural rights as limiting what any generation acting as popular sovereign can do. And even when James Madison insisted that the people are the best protectors of their rights, he denied any claim that the “majority is the political standard of right and wrong.”\textsuperscript{79} Madison also spoke of rights prior to and binding upon civil society.\textsuperscript{80} I do not wish to labor over the intricacies of these thinkers, I merely suggest that even in creating a constitutional order, they tended to draw on a combination of popular sovereignty and natural rights, with the latter tempering and limiting the reach of the former. Thus popular sovereignty, even outside the Constitution, existed within a foundation and was distinct from popular will.

The notion of substantive limits on government is in contrast to the insistence that rights can be structured in purely pragmatic and procedural terms, or based on “authentic” acts of popular constitutionalism. As Cass Sunstein argues, because rights are secured by government—the result of legal rules—they can be reconstructed by the government to meet the needs of history and democracy.\textsuperscript{81} To say that rights are “constructed” would hardly come as a surprise to the natural rights thinking of the Founders who insisted on precisely this point.\textsuperscript{82} But they were constructed to comport with the fundamental

\textsuperscript{75} Wilson, infra note 74, at 62.

\textsuperscript{76} Id.

\textsuperscript{77} Letter from Thomas Jefferson to James Madison (Sept. 6, 1789), in 1 The Founders’ Constitution, supra note 74, at 68 (emphasis omitted).

\textsuperscript{78} Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Samuel Kercheval (July 12, 1816), in 15 The Works of Thomas Jefferson 42 (Paul Leicester Ford ed., 1905).


\textsuperscript{80} James Madison, A Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, in Selected Writings of James Madison, supra note 79, at 21, 23.


\textsuperscript{82} See Michael P. Zuckert, The Natural Rights Republic 234 (1996) (examining how natural rights thinking pervaded and shaped the new republicanism of Jefferson and Madison, situating natural rights as being prior to and the precondition of republican government).
nature of human beings, and government was legitimately constituted to protect such rights. Thus the legal realist’s insistence was novel, not in insisting that rights were constructs, but in insisting that because they were constructs we could adapt them to the needs of modern society. A similar sentiment finds expression in the popular constitutionalism of Bruce Ackerman. Under such a theory, popular sovereignty, when authentically expressed, cannot be limited. In Rousseau’s words: “If, then, the people simply promises [sic] to obey, it dissolves itself by that act and loses its character as a people; the moment there is a master, there is no longer a sovereign, and forthwith the body politic is destroyed.” Yet how do we know an “authentic” act of popular will when we see it? Such vexing questions are at the root of formalizing politics in a written constitution precisely so that foundational questions do not turn on scrutinizing popular will.

If we take the claims of History seriously, twenty-first century constitutional development may require a virtually unchecked executive to protect and preserve our nation, which might entail a radical reconstruction of liberty. It was, after all, Woodrow Wilson who insisted on expansive executive power as a means of overcoming constitutional checks in administering the will of the people. In drawing out the popular potential of the presidency, Wilson insisted “[l]et him once win the admiration and confidence of the country, and no other single force can withstand him . . . . [H]e is irresistible . . . .” And it was progressives like Herbert Croly who rejected the notion of separated power, insisting that “[a] thoroughly representative government is essentially government by men rather than by Law.” Indeed, Croly went so far as to argue that “the insertion of the bill of rights in the Constitution contributed more than any other fea-

83. Id. at 233–34.
84. Sunstein, supra note 81.
85. Ackerman’s “dualist democracy” is rooted in unbound popular sovereignty. Ackerman, 1 We the People: Foundations, supra note 18, at 32–33. In Transformations, Ackerman even calls the peoples’ voice “The Prophetic Voice.” Ackerman, 2 We the People: Transformations, supra note 18, at 3.
86. Rousseau, supra note 23, at 170.
89. Wilson, supra note 1, at 68–71.
90. Id. at 68. Of course Wilson was resisted by Henry Cabot Lodge and the Senate. Stid, supra note 9, at 160.
91. Croly, supra note 2, at 274.
ture to convert it into a monarchy of the Law superior in right to the monarchy of the people.”

This sentiment also found expression in Rousseau’s eighteenth-century democracy. In taking aim at separations in politics altogether, Rousseau claimed that if sovereignty cannot be bound, neither can it be divided:

But our politicians, being unable to divide sovereignty in its principle, divide it in its object. They divide it into force and will, into legislative power and executive power; into rights of taxation, of justice, and of war; into internal administration and foreign relations—sometimes conflating all these branches, and sometimes separating them. They make the sovereign into a fantastic being, formed of disparate parts; it is as if they created a man from several different bodies, one with eyes, another with arms, another with feet, and nothing else.93

Given such an understanding, eighteenth-century constitutionalism may yet have something to teach us: maintaining some form of the separations at heart of constitutional democracy may be more prudent then ever. As Montesquieu insisted in sketching the notion of a separation of powers at the origins of modern constitutionalism, the most important separation was not between the executive and the legislature, but between both of these and the judiciary.94 And this was of a judiciary that spoke to legal issues and not necessarily constitutional questions.95 But we should think of such measures as precautionary rather than guaranteed. Long ago, Alexander Hamilton voiced concern over judges “embark[ing] in a conspiracy with the legislature.”96

Furthermore, while small “d” democrats and progressives have tended to focus on and criticize the formal separation of powers, other separations that remain essential to liberal democracy may be

---

92. Id. at 55.
93. ROUSSEAU, supra note 23, at 171.
94. MONTEESQUIEU, THE SPIRIT OF THE LAWS 157 (Anne M. Cohler et al. eds. & trans., 1989) (stating that there will be no “liberty if the power of judging is not separate from legislative power and from executive power”).
95. Id. at 163.
96. THE FEDERALIST No. 16 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 12, at 85. Lincoln saw the Dred Scott decision as part of just such a conspiracy. The decision might well have been grounded in the interests of a governing coalition, but that did not make it constitutionally sound. Indeed, it was all the worse, according to Lincoln, because the Court allowed itself to be used by the likes of President Buchanan and Judge Douglas in an attempt to silence a profound constitutional dispute. Abraham Lincoln, The Dred Scott Decision (June 26, 1857), in ABRAHAM LINCOLN: HIS SPEECHES AND WRITINGS 352 (Roy P. Basler ed., 1946).
even more important. Even in parliamentary systems there is the separation between the majority and minority in parliament, as well as the separation between government and society, public and private, and church and state.97 All of these separations are at the heart of eighteenth-century constitutional democracy even if they may take different forms in different polities. History has not rendered these separations irrelevant.98

Turning to some of the most pressing political issues in the early years of the twenty-first century might firm up our commitment to such constitutional separations. The division between the legislature and executive may remain the most effective means of utilizing and containing executive power, while a merger of legislative and executive powers may well increase the power of the executive.99 This could also be true of a more “democratic” president insisting on popular will as the proper foundation of power. Or take gay marriage: returning to a more robust view of federalism against the centralizing tendencies of the twentieth century may well be the best way to deal with such fraught political issues in an increasingly pluralistic society.100 This increasingly pluralistic society might also need a secular constitutional creed more than ever as a means of providing us with some foundational unity.101

Against such notions of a national creed we also find the latest manifestation of progressive History, as we are encouraged to adapt our parochial Constitution to accord with the more cosmopolitan imperatives of global constitutionalism.102 Such imperatives fit, in part, with the universal aspirations of eighteenth-century constitutionalism.


98. In Our Undemocratic Constitution, Levinson urges us to embrace many of these separations even while insisting on a more direct and nationalist view of democracy. See generally LEVINSON, supra note 10.

99. Wilson’s popular view of the president as a means of overcoming the separation of powers may well make for an extraordinarily powerful president limited only by popular acceptance. WILSON, supra note 1, at 68; see also PRESIDENTIAL SELECTION, supra note 36, at 170–212 (discussing Wilson’s view of the presidency).

100. SAMUEL P. HUNTINGTON, WHO ARE WE? THE CHALLENGES TO AMERICA’S NATIONAL IDENTITY 13 (2004) (noting that “subnational cultural and regional identities are taking precedence over broader national identities” in the U.S., leading to a more fragmented, pluralized society).

101. See Walter Berns, Constitutionalism and Multiculturalism, in MULTICULTURALISM AND AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 91, 108 (Arthur M. Melzer et al. eds., 1998) (arguing that a multiculturalist perspective fails to adequately recognize the foundational idea of liberty found in the Constitution).

as evinced in modern rights conventions such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\footnote{Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, at 71, U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 1st plen. mtg., U.N. Doc A/810 (Dec. 12, 1948).} Yes, the language of “natural rights” is absent, or obscured, but such universal rights are difficult to think of in any other terms.\footnote{For example, the preamble reads: “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,” which bears a striking resemblance to the Declaration of Independence’s natural rights. \textit{Id.} This does not mean, however, that the U.S. should engage in a crusade for such principles abroad.} We might look at what is permanent about constitutionalism, and “The Permeability of Constitutional Borders.”\footnote{See Gary Jeffrey Jacobsohn, \textit{The Permeability of Constitutional Borders}, 82 \textsc{Tex. L. Rev.} 1763 (2004), for such a discussion.} This might also move us to be more attentive to the different forms constitutional democracy may take in different places—something of which eighteenth-century constitutional thinkers were acutely aware. As Alexander Hamilton put it in the last paper of \textit{The Federalist}, openly acknowledging that the Constitution came from imperfect hands under imperfect circumstances: “I am persuaded that it is the best which our political situation, habits, and opinions will admit, and superior to any the revolution has produced.”\footnote{\textit{The Federalist} No. 85 (Alexander Hamilton), \textit{supra} note 12, at 491.} Thus, Hamilton captured the peculiar nature of modern constitution making at its birth. Modern constitutionalism is a self-consciously reasoned attempt to bring a polity into being.\footnote{\textit{Id.} No. 1 (Alexander Hamilton).} And yet, in doing so, a constitution must accommodate the particular people it is created for, bending here and there to their habits, opinions, and circumstances—that is to say, to accident if not force. In just this manner, a constitution may embrace universal principles, but it does so for a particular people, marking its boundaries by way of the people, even while attempting to cultivate and sustain that people’s attachment to the constitution.

As theorists of eighteenth-century constitutionalism like Montesquieu and Madison argued, it may be that a constitution of our own remains the best method of protecting and fostering such rights and values.\footnote{As Montesquieu argued, “In addition to the right of nations, which concerns all societies, there is a political right for each one. A society could not continue to exist without a government. ‘The union of all individual strengths,’ as Gravina aptly says, ‘forms what is called the political state.’ . . . It is better to say that the government most in conformity with nature is the one whose particular arrangement best relates to the disposition of the people for whom it is established.” \textit{Montesquieu}, \textit{supra} note 94, at 8 (emphasis omitted); \textit{see also} James Madison, Universal Peace (1792), \textit{reprinted in} 6 \textit{The Writings of James Madison} 88 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1906).} But we should not fear to follow Professor Levinson in ask-
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104. For example, the preamble reads: “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,” which bears a striking resemblance to the Declaration of Independence’s natural rights. \textit{Id.} This does not mean, however, that the U.S. should engage in a crusade for such principles abroad.

105. See Gary Jeffrey Jacobsohn, \textit{The Permeability of Constitutional Borders}, 82 \textsc{Tex. L. Rev.} 1763 (2004), for such a discussion.

106. \textit{The Federalist} No. 85 (Alexander Hamilton), \textit{supra} note 12, at 491.


108. As Montesquieu argued, “In addition to the right of nations, which concerns all societies, there is a political right for each one. A society could not continue to exist without a government. ‘The union of all individual strengths,’ as Gravina aptly says, ‘forms what is called the political state.’ . . . It is better to say that the government most in conformity with nature is the one whose particular arrangement best relates to the disposition of the people for whom it is established.” \textit{Montesquieu}, \textit{supra} note 94, at 8 (emphasis omitted); \textit{see also} James Madison, Universal Peace (1792), \textit{reprinted in} 6 \textit{The Writings of James Madison} 88 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1906).
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ing whether or not our Constitution serves these purposes.\textsuperscript{109} Indeed, if we take \textit{The Federalist} seriously, whether our experiment has been successful may be considered an open question. It has most certainly been an imperfect experiment—a lesson that eighteenth-century constitutional thinkers insisted upon from the beginning.\textsuperscript{110} And yet our Constitution has been successful enough that while some change is inevitable, we should not alter it for light or transient causes. More to the point, much of what we want to keep in our Constitution—what remains best about it after two hundred years—is traced to its eighteenth-century origins.

\textsuperscript{109} L \textsc{einsson}, \textit{supra} note 10, at 3–9.

\textsuperscript{110} See, for example, this explicit argument in \textit{The Federalist} No. 85 (Alexander Hamilton), \textit{supra} note 12.